Leading Edge

With Geoff Watts

Geoff Watts : Now to a man with a most unusual occupation,a confusing occupation you might say. Adrian Fisher makes a living designing mazes [Ref : Video BB31].

Adrian Fisher : If I'm the antidote to every traffic planner who is trying to get you as quickly as possible from A to B ,it takes an equal degree of determination and skill to make it take as long as possible to get from A to B.In one sense I am trying to sort of extract the maximum puzzlement out of any given space...

Geoff Watts : That's really what's in your mind as a maze designer is it?

Adrian Fisher : It's like a game of chess,I have to play all my moves in advance. I have to set my trap,designing it in such a way that I know that most people will solve it just before they've had enough.

Geoff Watts : Mazes it seems,are enjoying something of a boom.Adrian Fisher reckons that half the world's mazes have been built in the last decade or two. In the past 16 years he himself has designed more than 300,and then gone on to build many of them,and you note I said "build" rather than "grow". A classic maze,like the one at Hampton court,may still rely on hedges,but modern mazes will use anything,wooden fences,brick walls, mirrors, plastic, whatever. You can have a two dimensional maze laid out in paving slabs in the back garden or a temporary one cut into a field of corn,a maize maze!
Mazes can often be solved by following one or more rules. These maybe quite straightforward,keep you left hand in contact with the left wall for example.

Adrian Fisher :  There's always going to be a series of directions that will get you through,but that in itself isn't a very satisfying principle that we're looking for ,we're trying to find a rule. Now one example,if you introduce bridges,certain mazes with bridges yield to a more complex algorithm,that when you travel under bridge you flick your hand from the left hand wall to the right hand wall.

Geoff Watts :  It's a quite a difficult thing for people to work out isn't it?

Adrian Fisher :  Well,that's the first stark point. The great fun is that people will try this left hand rule and when they're nearly solving...they've nearly reached the end of the maze ,they say "this just isn't working let's try something else". The act of abandoning your rule, completely destroys it's value,and the great thing about human nature is so many people do,which is good fun.

Geoff Watts : So lots of laughs,but what's this to do with science,well in a word - maths. Professor Ian Stewart of Warwick University has long been intrigued by the mathematical principles involved in creating mazes and in the rules for solving them.

Ian Stewart : Whenever you come to a junction in the maze,what you should do is go to a new junction,your first priority is to get to a junction you've never visited before.
Now suppose you can't do that,you explore all the different routes out of there and each junction you come to " Oh I've been here before" - well then you go back to the place that you were working from and then you say "Where did I come from? I'll go one step back and if there are places I haven't visited from there,I'll visit them" and so on,and this guarantees you will explore every junction of the maze and therefore in effect every conceivable part of the maze.
A lot of mazes also will change the  routes every so often,which I think is a good idea,and some of course will actually change the routes while you are in there...

Geoff Watts : Mmmm that's really tricky.

Ian Stewart : ..a self modifying maze,and yes that's terrifying.

Geoff Watts : And then of course the rule that you might have been following,which was working satisfactorily half way through,suddenly becomes redundant,because the maze design has changed.

Ian Stewart : That's right. Now mathematically if you know the range of possible ways they would alter the maze,then in a sense it's as if you're in the visible bit of a gigantic maze most of which is invisible but could suddenly appear to your eyes at any moment,and you can use the same rules.

Adrian Fisher :  The way we found very effective is to have rows of fountains,perhaps 5 fountains in a row,blocking an alleyway,and then they rise or fall and we have one in Holland with 9 rows of fountains,so there's 2 to the power of 9 combinations to the design,and they're changing in time,so you can imagine all the time that the puzzle is different depending on which one you come across first.

Ian Stewart :  An awareness of the mathematics is useful in terms of ruling out certain rather stupid mazes or things that look quite nice but then you think "Hold it,this won't work",and I guess you could run statistical analyses of the complexity of the maze and of how long it seems to take people to solve them.

Geoff Watts : What do you do actually within a given grid of  maze to make it harder or easier? I mean d'you put more blind allies,d'you have more gaps? I mean is there are principle there?

Adrian Fisher :  Well there are certain design principles,that I'm using,if you add one or two junctions you add a bit of confusion.If you carry on creating more junctions,you would think the confusion gets worse and worse,but there comes a point that actually it's getting quite easy,because there's so many ways to get through the system.

Geoff Watts :  There's a kind of trade off there isn't there? That you add more junctions initially and it gets confusing,but then you get to the point where you've got so many junctions,there are so many routes that you know,the added confusion is traded off.

Adrian Fisher :  Yes,I mean if you had 100% junctions,then it would look like an orchard.

Geoff Watts :  Is it possible to put it roughly in percentage terms,where the optimum difficulty lies?

Adrian Fisher :  Well take the Hampton Court maze,it's about 4%. If you added one or more junctions,the Hampton Court puzzle would actually get more difficult,so it was a bit on the low side.If you go too far the other way,beyond 20%,you've got far too many. So it's somewhere around there.

Geoff Watts :  The kind of mind set that is used,either in designing mazes or in solving mazes,I mean does it have any kind of applications in other branches of life?

Ian Stewart :  Oh the surprising thing is that mathematical activity which is in effect is just solving mazes,is enormously important to the whole of commercial life on  this planet, because a huge number of problems for industry boil down to  there's a series of things you've got to do,there are various rules about which ones you have to do before you do other ones.
A particularly interesting one is airline scheduling,and this is really a gigantic maze.The junctions of the maze are the various cities and the lines between then are the possible routes the air craft could fly,given that the aircraft is or is not available to fly it. So it's a maze which changes over time,but the mathematics still works,and so they use a kind of sophisticated maze solving algorithms for scheduling their aircraft.

Geoff Watts :  So if the bottom ever falls out of the maze design market,then the people doing that might have a second career opening up for them then?

Ian Stewart :  (laughs) That's right,a maze is just a kind of toy version.

Geoff Watts :  Ian Stewart and Adrian Fisher on the art and science of working hard to finish up where you began [I'm an expert at that -LB].
Roger of course it's not only humans who find themselves in mazes,getting laboratory animals typically rats and mice I suppose,to negotiate mazes has a long and honoured place in science hasn't it?

Roger Highfield : Yes that's right,it's actually very important for things like memory research and it's also proving very important for studies of genes that lead to things like Alzheimer's disease. So if you take a human Alzheimer's gene and you put it in a mouse and you want to see how the intellectual abilities of that mouse decline,you can't ask it,so you have to make it carry out certain tasks. So it's very important to come up with very well designed maze tests to investigate the memory and cognitive abilities.

Geoff Watts :  We're talking there about mice,rats and mice are the laboratory animals that  most often find themselves in mazes,any examples of more exotic creatures that have to work there way through these things?

Roger Highfield :  There was a very nice example a couple of weeks ago in the journal Nature,where a Japanese team have been studying a creature called a slime mould.
[Ref: Prof Bonner and Cyclic AMP]
It's rather a weird creature,it consists of single celled organisms that kind of graze independently when there's tons of food,when there's not much food around,they tend to club together to make a super organism. So if you take sort of dinner plate sized maze,you can grow this organism all over it,and then if you put bits of food at the exit points,of the labyrinth you'll find that the organism withdraws itself from the dead ends until it's entire body just runs between those two lumps of food,and that identifies the shortest possible route,and so remarkably you've got an amazingly stupid organism using presumably chemical processing power to figure out the shortest route through that maze.

[The solving of a maze might be called "intelligent behaviour" - the slime mould is presumably not thought intelligent and yet displays this ability - this is an example of "emergent phenomena" the propensity of a system to produce a by product behaviour as a consequence of the interaction and complexity of simple rules.
Because such things exist,it is remarkably arrogant of man to judge himself "intelligent" upon he basis of having a brain that may in principle be functioning in very much the same way as the way a slime mould solves a maze.At the very least the idea that a slime mould can provide a solution without "thinking" beggars what is meant by "intelligent behaviour" -LB]

Geoff Watts :  Very clever,I wonder how they'd do in Hampton Court then! (Roger laughs). Roger once again thanks.

[See also world18.rtf - BZ reaction used to make artificial intelligence]

